Beyond designing the finest custom-made boats, we are very good listeners. The 345 Nomad was created specifically from our customer requests for a boat a bit larger than a 32-foot yet smaller than a 37-foot. You wanted versatility and we delivered with one ideal for both fishing and cruising. You asked for more protection from the elements and we answered with a composite T-Top with full-height wraparound glass as well as advanced stability and comfort at any speed with an all-new step hull. It’s all part of an approach to building the perfect center console to a very unique set of specifications. Yours.
The 345 Nomad features 2 console options to choose from. The SE (Side Entry) features a new, large console and a full-height glass windshield with wiper for protection from the elements. The head is designed with a comfortable side entry and features a Helm Seat Station to customize any way you wish with your choice of refrigerators, drawers and an ice-maker and a tackle station.
The 345 Nomad FE (Front Entry) offers all the same impressive features as the SE but with a front entry into the head and includes the more traditional, fiber-glass hard top with aluminum t-top.
ROAM the SEAS. INNOVATION, AESTHETICS and FUNCTIONALITY WILL ROAM RIGHT ALONG with you.

Wherever you take your 34S Nomad, rest assured you will be thoughtfully surrounded by features that not only complement each other but seamlessly work together from bow to stern to create a comfortable, safe and joyful experience. With an extraordinarily comfortable rear-folding bench seat, integrated forward seating with electric backrests and an electric sunshade in the aft cockpit, comfort extends across every inch of this 34.5 foot vessel. Configure it with twin or triple engines and the step bottom hull will ensure an incredibly smooth, safe ride at any speed.

- In the aft cockpit you’ll find the most comfortable folding rear seat found in a center console, equipped with baitwells beautifully designed with backlit windows.
- A spacious console puts power and agility in your hands with plenty of room for the electronics of your choice.
- Forward seating features an abundance of storage beneath and behind them.
- Enter and exit the water with ease using our fold-out ladder and dive door.
- A hideaway windlass with a large bow storage area just behind it.
“We must go beyond textbooks, go out into the bypaths and untrodden depths and travel and explore and tell the world the glories of our journey.” ~John Hope Franklin
A BIRDSEYE VIEW OF THE 345 NOMAD.
Just so you can easily see how it’s 180 degrees from any other boat.
1. Triple and Twin engine configurations maximize aft cockpit space, as opposed to the space lost with traditional inboard applications.

2. Standard dual dive platforms with a boarding ladder. This fulfills the "means of solo re-boarding" which is a recommendation of the American Boat and Yacht Council; a safety essential other builders forego.

3. Convenient service platform with integrated steps in front of engines makes maintenance quick and simple.

4. Port and Starboard aft above deck storage or optional rigged baitwells with windows makes fishing this aft cockpit more convenient and roomy by not using valuable cockpit space.

5. The optional integrated folding rear seat is comfortable and convenient. It easily folds away and disappears when it's time to fight some fish in the aft cockpit.

6. Mechanical access hatches to all transom rigging, pumps, etc.

7. Hullside dive door, an Intrepid trademark, with our latest lift up/rotate design that doesn't take up valuable cockpit space while in the open position. And it also allows for easy dockside boarding.

8. Fold-out ladder conveniently stows under the cabin sole and when deployed it allows for easy entry and exit from the water in through the hull side dive door.


10. Access to foam insulated fish box/storage.

11. Optional FRP cabinet with the premium T-top upgrade. Options for cabinet include: sink, cutting board, fridge, pull-out Frigid Rigid cooler, ice maker, drawers, tackle station

12. Storage/access to rigging, pumps, etc.

13. From electric bench seats, individual Captain's chairs, to racing bolsters...we've got you covered.

14. This ergonomically engineered console makes space for even the largest of electronics and comes with all the convenience of cup holders, glovebox and a windscreen for protection from the wind and elements.

15. Console with head compartment with side-entry includes electric head, sink, and pull-out shower.

16. Port and starboard fender storage can be customized for other options

17. Electrically actuated backrests for forward seating


19. Deck storage/rod lockers forward.

20. Forward seating with cushions/non-skid casting platform with actuating electric backrests.

21. Spacious forward storage compartment. Easily holds your suitcases for your run over to the Bahamas.

22. To preserve the clean lines of the foredeck, we designed the optional windlass under an easily accessible hatch with plenty of storage below for your rode and chain.
We LISTENED to WHAT YOU WANTED. THEN we ADDED a LOT MORE.

FUEL CAPACITY: 350 Gallons  /  BEAM: 10' 6"  /  LENGTH: 34' 6"  /  WATER: 30 Gallons

The cockpit is well-equipped with spacious and comfortable helm seating.

You'll find lots of room for rod holders, rod racks and tackle stations.

Designed for interaction and comfort, bow seating also features electric backrests.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Construction
- Intrepid Hi-Flex White/White Gel Coat
- FRP Infused Hull, Liner, and Deck
- PVC Foam Core Construction (wood free)
- Non-Woven Quad and Uni-Directional Fibers
- Non-Skid Deck and Gunwales
- Integrated Motor Bracket for Twin or Triple Engine Configurations
- Guttuled Cockpit Hatches with Self Bailing Cockpit

Comfort
- Custom Seating Forward with Storage
- Saving in Dive Door with Fold Out Ladder
- Fold Under Swim Ladder
- Spacious Console with Head Below
- Forward Port and Starboard Rod Locker Storage
- Port and Starboard Fender Storage
- Port and Starboard Transom Storage Wells
- Fold Out Gunwale Steps for Easy Access
- Insulated Fishbox with Thru Transom Ball Valve & Macerator
- Helm Seat
- Solid Surface Counter Top
- LED Lights
- EPIRB
- Large Forward Bow Storage Area

Mechanical
- Solid Stainless-Steel Hardware
- Bow Eye
- Aluminum Fuel Tank
- Anchor Roller Thru Bow
- Heavy Duty Vinyl Rub Rail
- Tinned Wiring
- LED Navigation Lights
- LED Cockpit Lights
- Breaker Panel and Switches
- Auto Bilge Pumps (3)
- Trim Tabs with Digital Indicators & Auto Retract
- Compass
- Pull Up Cleats (6)
- 12-Volt USB Plug
- Belloca Steering Wheel with Power Nob

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Paint
- Hull side
- Boot Stripe
- Sheer Stripe
- Accent Stripe
- Custom Color Underside of FRP Top
- Hardtop Accent Stripe
- Custom Color Engines
- Powder Coat Aluminum
- Custom Color Gel Coat

Tops
- Aluminum T-top for Front Entry Console with Head
- Aluminum Arch for Front Entry Console with Head
- Premium Composite T-top for Side-Entry Console with:
  - Full-height Glass Windshield with Head Compartment Below
  - Windshield Wiper
  - Helm Seat Cabinet with Solid Surface Counter and Sink
  - Options for Helm Seat Cabinet are:
    - Refrigerator
    - Pull Out Cooler
    - Ice Maker
    - Trash Bin
    - Tackle Center
    - Grill
    - Cutting Board
    - Drawers

Comfort
- LED Multi Color Spreader Lights
- Electric Sunshade for Aft Cockpit
- Cockpit Coaming Bolsters
- Premium Upholstery Colors Available
- Integrated Folding Rear Bench Seat
- Ski Tow Bar
- Filler for Forward Bow Seating with Cushion
- Removable Rear Bench Seat
- Removable FRP Table
- Electric Actuating Backrests for Forward Seating
- Helm Seat Station Fully Customizable for Fishing or Entertaining
- Transom Shower
- Stainless Fender Clips

Fishing
- Outriggers/Poles
- Rod Rack on Aft of Top (no sunshade)
- Recirculating Baitwell in Transom Starboard Deck with Window and Light
- Recirculating Baitwell in Transom Port Deck with Window and Light
- Baitwell in Cockpit Sole with Light
- Double Pump Baitwell System
- Sea Chest Pressurized Baitwell System
- Center Transom Baitwell (no rear seat)
- Electric Ball Valves for Fish Box Drains
- Rod Holders in Gunwales
- Rod Racks Under Gunwales
- Rod Racks in Forward Port & Starboard Gunwale Storage
- Dive Tank Racks

Mechanical
- Towing Package Includes Double Tow Eye, High Water Warning Light and Engine Covers
- Transom O-Rings
- Stainless Steel Insert for Rub Rail
- Bow Thruster
- Underwater Hull Lighting
- Windlass with 200' of Rode/15' Chain
- SS Polished Anchor
- Fresh Water Washdown for Windlass
- Generator (Diesel) with Sound Shield
- Built-in Battery Charger
- Additional Batteries
- Freshwater Engine Flush System
- Dockside Freshwater Inlet
- Switchable Fresh/Raw Water Inlet for Head
- Auxiliary Fuel (75 gallons)
- Pressure Washer for Windlass
- Electric Head with Holding Tank and Macerator
- Raw Water Washdown
- Docking Lights
- High Water Alarm
- Gyro Stabilizer (DC)

FUEL CAPACITY: 350 Gallons  /  BEAM: 10' 6"  /  LENGTH: 34' 6"  /  WATER: 30 Gallons
INTREPID CUSTOMER SERVICE. *The best on land for your time on the water.*

Just because we have sold a boat doesn’t mean we view the relationship as complete. We not only love to hear from our owners and get their feedback, we want them to be happy. So whether it’s the day they first step aboard their Intrepid or 10 years later, we go above and beyond to take care of them. And we feel it’s one of the many reasons our customers continue to buy our boats.